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HOW TO HANDLE A SALON PHONE 
CALL 

 
  
 
When a new potential customer calls the salon asking for information it is probably 
the most valuable opportunity you will have next to the customer actually 
walking through the front door. So in short don’t blow it by not being prepared. Your 
job is to quickly and accurately answer their first question and then 
immediately  before they get a chance to ask you additional questions move on to a 
question of your own as well as a warm invite to come meet you.  
 
Example: “Hi I just want to know how much tanning prices are”. You say “The nicest 
thing about BOGO Tanning is that we will never be beat on price. We 
shop our competition locally and nationally and on average we are 20% less 
expensive than any competitor! You can tan here for as low as 14 cents a minute in 
our Gold beds and as low as 30 cents per minute in our highest end Diamond beds!” 
(Then instantly move on to your question to them before they get a chance to 
ask you anything further which obviously you don’t have time to do over the phone) 
“We are located at (give them the two cross streets of whatever salon you are at and 
a close physical landmark), what time would be a good time for you to come in to see 
our beds?” Try to make an appointment and then say “I look forward to meeting you 
soon.”  
 
Then get off the phone politely and quickly. This will ensure they get the lowest 
possible price quote on the planet (any other salon they call before or after they 
called you will not be able to beat our prices on the spot being that no one breaks 
pricing down in minutes like you just did) and ensures they not only know our location 
but also that a nice person is waiting to meet them TODAY!  
 
Here is how you prove that the price quote was real and accurate if the customer asks 
you once they are actually in the salon looking at the price sheet. Pull out your 
calculator and show them that $49 per month (Silver level), divided by 30 days ($1.63 
per day), then divided by 12 minutes (the length of the average tan) equals 13.61 
cents per tanning minute (you said 14 over the phone so you actually rounded up 
which they can’t complain about). Feel free to show them the same equation for the 
Gold and Diamond level as well.  
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YOU WILL DEFINITELY BE SECRET SHOPPED 
ON THIS SO PRACTICE PRACTICE PRACTICE! 

 


